TO: ANNAN, UNATIONS, NEW YORK
FROM: J.-R. BOOH-BOOK, SRSG,
UNAMIR, KIGALI, RWANDA

INFO: SITUATION CENTRE, DPKO,
NEW YORK

FAX: 001 (212) 963 9053 FAX: (250) 64265

SUBJECT: DAILY SITREP 130600B JAN TO 140600B JAN 94.
NUMBER OF PAGES, INCLUDING THIS COVER: THREE

DIRECT

1. PLEASE FIND ATTACHED THE DAILY SITREP MENTIONED ABOVE.
2. REGARDS.
FROM: UNAMIR, KIGALI.

SITREP COVERING PERIOD 130600B JAN TO 140600B JAN 94.

I. GEN SITUATION. CALM AND NO CHANGES.

II. FACTIONAL ACTIVITIES.

A. POLITICAL. SRSG HAD THE FOLLOWING MEETINGS: AT 11.30 HRS WITH COLONEL ALEXIS KANYARENGWE, CHAIRMAN OF RPF AT CND BUILDING AND AT 16.00 HRS WITH MR. JEAN BAPTISTE MUVIMBA, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY OF CDR AT TPMIR HQ.

B. MILITARY.

(1) RUP. RGF TROOPS ARE SHIFTING AMMO FROM THEIR DEFENCE GUNS TO THE STORES.

(2) RUP. MTR.

(3) OTHERS. US EMBASSY SEMINAR ON "THE ROLE OF THE MILITARY IN A DEMOCRACY" ONGOING.

III. OWN MILITARY ACTIVITIES.

A. HQS. BRIG GEN BLAGDEN (RETIRED) ARRIVED FROM UNNY ON 13 JAN 94 FOR DEMINING PROJECT OF RWANDA. HE IS EXPECTED TO STAY TILL 17 JAN 94.

B. SECTORS.

(1) KIGALI. CONDUCTED VEHICLE AND FOOT PTL IN KIGALI CITY IN ORDER TO ENSURE KIGALI WEAPON SECURE AREA. ESTABLISHED 4 CHECK POINTS IN KWSA. SECURED THE LOCATION OF THE RPF BATTALION IN KIGALI CITY, THE PREMATURE, FORCE HQ AND SEC HQ AND PROVIDED SECURITY TO THE AIRPORT OF KIGALI. ALSO EMPLOYED 2 APC FOR THE SECURITY OF THE CND AREA. DURING THE NIGHT ASSURED PROTECTION FOR THE PRIME MINISTER, THE PRIME MINISTER DESIGNATE, THE PRESIDENT OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL COURT AND FIVE OPPOSITION MINISTERS.

(2) DMZ. CONDUCTED LONG DISTANCE PTL FROM RУIENGHERI, KIDANGO AND KINHIMA. PROVIDED ESCORTS FOR SWISS ENGINEERS SURVEYING AROUND LAKE BULERA. PROVIDED ESCORT FOR RPF REPRESENTATIVES TO MEETING OF COMMISSION OF FOLLOW UP AND CONTROL AT CYUNNO.

C. MULINDI. CONTINUE PRCO WITHIN OAR. CONDUCTED ESCORT FOR WORLD FOOD PROGRAM CONVOY FROM BATUNGA TO KIGALI. ESCORTED RFP FROM MULINDI TO NGOONDE. FAMILIARIZATION TRAINING OF NEWLY ARRIVED UNMISS ARE ON PROCESS.
D. UNMONUR: CONDUCTED ROUTINE PTL WITHIN CAR. NRA CONTINUED TO DEMONSTRATE A NON COOPERATIVE ATTITUDE TOWARDS UNMONUR AT LUBIRIZI-KASHERYE AREA. A TOTAL OF TWENTY VEHICLES CROSSED THE BORDER. TEN CAME FROM RWANDA AND TEN FROM UGANDA. TRUCKS WERE ALL CARRYING MAIZE.

IV. UNCIYPOL. NTR.

V. HUMANITARIAN ACTIVITIES. A MEDICAL TEAM OF THE ICRC AND UNICEF CONDUCTED AN EVALUATION OF THE HEALTH POSTS AT BUCHE AND MIYOVE. THEY Visited ALSO THE ORPHANAGE AND THE DISPLACED CIVILIANS AT GISHAMBASHAYO.

VI CIVIL AFFAIRS. NTR.

VII. LOGISTICS. THE OPERATIONAL SITUATION REMAINS DIFFICULT DUE TO THE LACK OF VEHICLES AND RADIOs. WE ARE LOOKING FOR A SOLUTION FOR COMMUNICATIONS WITH DAR ES SALAAM IN THE FRAMEWORK OF THE SHIP UNLOAD AND TRANSPORT OPERATIONS TO KIGALI. WE HAVE BEEN INFORMED BY UNMOUZ THAT THE SHIPMENT OF AFRUS FORSEEN FOR 10 JAN 94 HAS BEEN DELAYED TILL 17 JAN 94.

VIII. MISC. NTR.